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Abstract

Air pollution particulate matter,2.5 mm (PM2.5) exposure is
associated with poor respiratory outcomes. Mechanisms underlying
PM2.5-induced lung pathobiology are poorly understood but likely
involve cellular and molecular changes to the airway epithelium. We
extracted and chemically characterized the organic andwater-soluble
components of air pollution PM2.5 samples, then determined the
whole transcriptome response of human nasal mucociliary airway
epithelial cultures to a dose series of PM2.5 extracts. We found that
PM2.5 organic extract (OE), but not water-soluble extract, elicited a
potent, dose-dependent transcriptomic response from the
mucociliary epithelium. Exposure to a moderate OE dose modified
the expression of 424 genes, including activation of aryl hydrocarbon
receptor signaling and an IL-1 inflammatory program.We generated
an OE-response gene network defined by eight functional
enrichment groups, which exhibited high connectivity through
CYP1A1, IL1A, and IL1B. This OE exposure also robustly activated a

mucus secretory expression program (.100 genes), which
included transcriptional drivers of mucus metaplasia (SPDEF
and FOXA3). Exposure to a higher OE dose modified the
expression of 1,240 genes and further exacerbated expression
responses observed at the moderate dose, including the mucus
secretory program. Moreover, the higher OE dose significantly
increased theMUC5AC/MUC5B gel-formingmucin expression ratio
and strongly downregulated ciliated cell expression programs,
including key ciliating cell transcription factors (e.g., FOXJ1 and
MCIDAS). Chronic OE stimulation induced mucus metaplasia–like
remodeling characterized by increases in MUC5AC1 secretory cells
and MUC5AC mucus secretions. This epithelial remodeling may
underlie poor respiratory outcomes associated with high PM2.5

exposure.
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In 2014, the World Health Organization
cited air pollution as the world’s most
prominent single environmental health risk
(1). Exposure to indoor and outdoor
pollution is a major causal factor for
mortality due to cardiovascular and
respiratory conditions, including stroke,
ischemic heart disease, lung cancer, chronic
respiratory diseases, and acute respiratory
infections. Furthermore, chronic exposure
to air pollution components has been
linked to impaired lung function
development in children, and even short-
term exposure has been shown to be
associated with poor health outcomes in
subjects with childhood asthma, including
increased hospitalization and mortality
(2–4).

Air pollution is a heterogeneous
mixture, primarily composed of gaseous
pollutants (e.g., carbon monoxide, nitrogen
oxides, ozone, and sulfur dioxide) and
suspended solid or liquid droplet particulate
matter (PM) derived from both
anthropogenic and geogenic sources. Fine
air pollution particle matter with an
aerodynamic diameter ,2.5 mm (PM2.5)
has proven particularly detrimental to
human health, as exposure to ambient

PM2.5 was associated with 4.2 million
deaths and 103.1 million disability-adjusted
life years globally in 2015 (5). These
respirable particles are usually generated as
combustion by-products and serve as a
vehicle for transport of potentially noxious
heavy metals, hydrocarbons, and reactive
ions deep into the respiratory tract to the
sites of gas exchange.

On inhalation, PM2.5 first encounters
the mucociliary barrier formed by highly
specialized secretory and ciliated cells of the
airway epithelium. However, most studies
investigating molecular/cellular responses
of the airway epithelium to PM2.5 have used
transformed lung epithelial cells that lack
the cellular diversity and functional
capability of the in vivo airway epithelium
(6, 7). In addition, cellular responses to
PM2.5 have typically been determined by
using PM standard reference material from
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in place of real-world
air pollution–derived PM2.5. Unfortunately,
these NIST standard reference materials
were collected in bulk from air filtration
systems in Europe and baghouses in
Washington D.C. over 40 years ago;
therefore, the composition and particle size
of these samples are poorly representative
of ambient air pollution PM2.5 generated
and inhaled in modern U.S. cities (8). Only
a few studies have evaluated the effects of
air pollution–derived PM2.5 extracts in
primary mucociliary airway epithelial
cultures (9, 10). In general, these studies
determined responses of a limited number
of specific candidate genes, pathways, or
mechanisms, generating only an isolated
piece of the full epithelial molecular
response to PM2.5. These studies have
reported effects on metabolic and
inflammatory pathways, mucus production,
and perturbation of defense mechanisms,
reinforcing the significant influence of
PM2.5 on epithelial functions (11).
However, no study has evaluated genome-
wide responses to contemporary urban air
pollution PM2.5 constituents in primary
mucociliary epithelial cultures generated
from a large number of donors.

Here, we obtained air pollution PM2.5

from California urban areas in 2011, and
fractionated the PM2.5 into chemically
characterized, water-soluble (WE) and
organic-soluble (OE) extracts. We used
these PM2.5 extracts in dose–response
studies of mucociliary airway epithelial cell
(AEC) cultures generated from donors in

the GALA II (Genes-Environments and
Admixture in Latino Americans II)
childhood asthma study. To comprehensively
determine epithelial PM2.5 responses, we
performed gene and network analysis of
whole transcriptome RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) data from these cultures. We
then harnessed powerful single-cell RNA-
seq (scRNA-seq) data sets to infer how
PM2.5 affects epithelial cell type
composition and function and confirmed
many of these effects in a model of chronic
PM2.5 exposure. These analyses reveal
linked networks of PM2.5-induced
inflammation coinciding with and likely
driving pathologic mucociliary remodeling
of the airway epithelium. Some of the
results of this study have been previously
reported in the form of an abstract (12).

Methods

PM2.5 Collection and Characterization
PM2.5 samples collected on 47-mm
polytetrafluoroethylene filters from
three cities in California in 2011
(Bakersfield/Fresno, Sacramento, and Yuba
City) were provided by the California
Air Resources Board. Material collected
on filters was pooled by region and
fractionated into WE and OE. Chemical
species were identified and quantified
using inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry and ion chromatography
for WE and gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry for OE. Blank filters were also
extracted to produce mock extract controls
for stimulations.

Human Subject Information
Nasal AECs used for culture came from
subjects recruited as part of the GALA II
childhood asthma study, which was
approved by local institutional review
boards (University of California San
Francisco, institutional review board
number 10-00889, reference number
153543, National Jewish Health HS-2627).
All subjects and their parents provided
written informed assent and consent,
respectively (13, 14).

Mucociliary Air–Liquid Interface
Culture and Stimulation
Nasal AECs from five healthy subjects were
selected randomly for California extract
dose–response experiments, whereas NIST
2786 stimulations were conducted on four

Clinical Relevance

This transcriptomic study details the
molecular mechanisms that are
dysregulated in the airway epithelium
during exposure to increasing
doses of air pollution particulate
matter ,2.5 mm (PM2.5) organic
constituents, and connects deleterious
reprogramming of gene expression
programs to disease-relevant tissue
remodeling processes at the cellular
and protein level. We highlight
potential mechanisms by which PM2.5

exposure may initiate disease-related
airway pathobiology, thereby
providing targetable pathways for
future study and clinical intervention
in air pollution–mediated/exacerbated
airway disease. Furthermore, our
PM2.5 response profile can be
leveraged in future nasal gene
expression studies by aiding in
identification of subjects with prior
PM2.5 exposure and contributing to
the identification of a PM2.5 molecular
endotype of airway disease.
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donors. Full characterization of moderate
OE dose–response was conducted with six
healthy donors and six donors with asthma
(n= 12). Expansion and differentiation at
air–liquid interface (ALI) in vitro was
conducted according to established
protocols (15). On mucociliary
differentiation (Day 28–32 of ALI culture),
cultures were washed with PBS and then
apically treated with mock extract or
Bakersfield/Fresno PM2.5 extracts in a final
volume of 20 ml culture media. PBS wash
and stimulation were repeated at 24 hours,
followed by on-membrane lysis using RNA
lysis buffer (Zymo Research) containing
40 mM DTT for total RNA collection
after an additional 24 hours of culture
incubation.

For chronic stimulation experiments,
cultures were washed with PBS and then
apically treated with media control or high
OE dose from the Yuba City PM2.5 sample
(because of limited Bakersfield/Fresno
sample) in a final volume of 20 ml media.
Alternatively, cultures were treated with
10 ng/ml IL-13 in media on apical (20 ml)
and basolateral sides (500 ml). PBS washes
and stimulations were repeated every
24 hours for a total of five stimulations
before cultures were analyzed. Details for
quantitative PCR, immunofluorescence
labeling, Western blot, and mucin secretion
assays can be found in the data supplement.

Whole Transcriptome RNA-seq
KAPA mRNA HyperPrep (Roche) whole
transcriptome libraries were constructed
with 250 ng RNA per sample and 12 cycles
of library amplification. Libraries were
sequenced using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000
system. Details for RNA-seq data processing
and analysis can be found in the data
supplement.

Gene Enrichment Analysis
Enrichment of differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) was performed with Enrichr
(16), separately for upregulated and
downregulated genes, using the most
current gene ontology (GO) databases (GO
Biological Processes 2018, GO Molecular
Function 2018, GO Cellular Component
2018, KEGG 2016, and Reactome 2016).
We also tested for DEG enrichment within
cell type marker lists derived from scRNA-
seq data as described in the online
supplement. Enrichment P values were
corrected for multiple testing.

Gene Network Analysis
FGNet and GeneTerm Linker databases
were used to construct gene networks on the
basis of GO- and KEGG-enriched terms for
groups of genes significantly upregulated by
moderate OE stimulation (17–19).

Results

Characterization of California Urban
PM2.5 Reveals Diverse Organic and
Water-Soluble Chemical Components
PM2.5 collected on filters from three
California air pollution monitoring sites
(Bakersfield/Fresno, Sacramento, and
Yuba City) in 2011 was extracted and
fractionated into WE and OE as described
(see Figure E1 in the data supplement).
Chemical characterization of WE revealed
nitrate (NO3

2), ammonium (NH4
1),

and sulfate (SO4
22) (listed in order of

abundance; Figure 1A). In contrast to the
other two sites, phosphate (PO4

32) was
not present at measurable levels in the
Yuba City sample. Among the inorganic
elements, metals that are characteristic
of traffic-related pollution, including
copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), barium (Ba),
and strontium (Sr), were measured at a
greater mass fraction in the Sacramento site
sample than in the other site samples
(Figure 1B). Chemical characterization of
OE revealed an array of carcinogenic and
immunotoxic polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) species, including
benzo[a]pyrene, indeno[1,2,3-c,d]pyrene,
and dibenz[a,h]anthracene (Figure 1C).
The Bakersfield/Fresno OE consistently
contained the highest level for individual as
well as combined PAH species measured
per microgram of extracted material
(Figures 1C and 1D).

PM2.5 Modifies Airway Epithelial Gene
Expression through Organic
Components
To model the acute transcriptional effects
of PM2.5 components on the human
airway epithelium, we leveraged mature
mucociliary ALI cultures derived from
primary human nasal AECs (Figure 2A).
To determine biologically active, yet
nontoxic concentrations of WE and OE, we
performed stimulations of five independent
donor cultures using a range of extract
concentrations (WE: 3 and 30 mg/cm2

culture area; OE: 0.045, 0.45, and
4.5 mg/cm2 culture area). To benchmark

the effects of our unique PM2.5 extracts, we
also stimulated cultures from these donors
with an unseparated fine PM standard
reference material, NIST 2786 (,4 mm
diameter; stimulation concentration 30
mg/cm2 culture area) (8). Experiments were
conducted by performing two consecutive
stimulations at the indicated concentrations
24 hours apart, with culture harvest 24
hours after the second stimulation. We did
not observe significant toxicity (,1% by
lactate dehydrogenase assay) with either
PM2.5 extract or NIST 2786 at the tested
concentrations (data not shown). To
evaluate whether these PM types mediated
significant transcriptional changes in our
differentiated mucociliary model of the
airway epithelium, we generated whole
transcriptome RNA-seq data using total
RNA isolated from all stimulated as well as
mock-stimulated cultures. We performed
paired differential gene expression analyses
between the mock-stimulated cultures and
cultures treated with each of the PM2.5 WE,
OE, and NIST dosages to identify all genes
with significantly modified expression. No
genes exhibited significantly modified
expression with either WE stimulation
concentration tested. In contrast, OE
stimulations resulted in DEGs with a dose-
dependent increase in the number of DEGs
detected (Figure 2B and Table E2).
Specifically, each 10-fold increase in OE
concentration resulted in an z10-fold
increase in the number of DEGs detected,
from 11 (low dose) to 124 (moderate dose)
to 1,296 (high dose). The genes detected
across these OE exposures appeared to be
highly conserved, as 9 of the 11 low dose
DEGs were also DEGs for the moderate
dose, and 71% of the moderate dose DEGs
were also DEGs for the high dose
(Figure 2C). We also detected 111 DEGs
induced by NIST 2786 stimulation, a
response comparable in size to the moderate
OE dose stimulation (Table E2). Moreover,
35% of the moderate OE DEGs were also
DEGs for NIST, and the log2 fold changes
(LFCs) of all DEGs resulting from these
two stimulants were highly correlated
(Pearson correlation coefficient, 0.75;
P=1.683 10234; Figures 2C and 2D).
Together, these results indicate that PM2.5

OE exposure can modify airway epithelial
gene expression in a dose-dependent manner
and that WE does not induce significant
transcriptomic changes in our model, even at
greater than six times higher concentration
than the highest OE dose tested.
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Moderate Levels of PM2.5 Organic
Extract Trigger Transcriptional
Upregulation of Inflammatory and
Mucus Secretory Cell Gene
Expression
On the basis of our dose–response
experiment, we selected our moderate OE
dose (0.45 mg/cm2) for further stimulation
experiments to elucidate the biological

effects of OE exposure on the airway
epithelium. We performed this moderate
OE dose stimulation on mature airway
epithelial cultures from an additional 7
donors (for 12 donors total), followed by
whole transcriptome RNA-seq, increasing
our power to characterize the genome-
wide response. Paired differential gene
expression analysis of these donors

identified 424 DEGs consisting of 281
upregulated and 143 downregulated genes
(Table E2). Principal component analysis of
these DEGs verified consistency in this
response across donors (Figure 3A).
Examining this gene set we found that the
most highly OE-induced gene was the
xenobiotic metabolizing cytochrome P450
enzyme, CYP1A1 (LFC, 6.21; Figure 3B).
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CYP1A1 is known to be induced by PAHs,
a confirmed component of our OE extract,
through aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR)-
mediated transcriptional activation (20).
Consistent with OE activation of the AHR
receptor, we observed significant induction
of other AHR-inducible xenobiotic
metabolizing enzymes, including CYP1B1
and genes encoding the AHR battery
enzymes NQO1 (NAD(P)H quinone
dehydrogenase 1) and ALDH3A1 (aldehyde
dehydrogenase 3 family member A1) (21).

Interestingly, we found that IL1A and
IL1B (IL-1a and -1b) inflammatory
cytokines were both among the most highly
upregulated genes with OE stimulation (LFC,
0.91 and 1.22, respectively; Figure 3B),
indicating that OE stimulation triggered
epithelial inflammation. To interrogate this
and other biological processes underlying
OE-upregulated genes, we performed gene set
enrichment analyses using FGNet (17). Genes
were filtered and organized based on the
relationship between, and similarity of,

significant enrichment terms, thereby
constructing an OE functional gene response
network (Figure 3C and Table E3). This OE
response network was composed of eight
significant clusters (metagroups). These
metagroups included several defined by
functional terms relating to an inflammatory
response, including cytokine-mediated
signaling, IFN-g signaling, antigen processing
and presentation, response to liposaccharide,
and chemotaxis. The CYP1A1, IL1A, and
IL1B genes were shared by multiple
metagroups and exhibited especially high
betweenness centrality, indicating the likely
critical nature of these genes in the
transcriptional response to OE stimulation.

We also found significant enrichments
for Golgi subcompartment and endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) protein processing terms
(Figure 3C and Table E3), both of which
contained genes involved in the production of
mucin proteins. Furthermore, we found that
one of the two primary gel-forming mucin
genes in the airway, MUC5AC (mucin 5AC),

was strongly induced by OE stimulation, as
was another gel-forming mucin, MUC2
(mucin 2), which is normally expressed in the
gut and lowly expressed in the airway (LFC,
0.90 and 1.34, respectively; Table E2) (22).
Together, these results suggest that the
number and/or function of mucus secretory
cells within the epithelium is increasing with
OE exposure. To more comprehensively
investigate whether OE exposure DEGs are
enriched in genes expressed by mucus
secretory or other epithelial cell types, we
tested all moderate OE DEGs for enrichment
among a catalog of epithelial cell type marker
genes generated from scRNA-seq of the
human airway epithelium (Figure 3D and
Table E4). Although several cell type
enrichments were observed, the most
significant enrichment was for mucus
secretory cell marker genes among OE-
upregulated DEGs (Padj = 1.193 10274).

To confirm a functional relationship
among mucus secretory genes that were
upregulated by moderate OE, we tested
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whether any of these genes were coexpressed
in the data set (Figure E2). Interestingly, this
analysis resulted in a mucus secretory
coexpression module containing MUC5AC
as well as two of the BPI-fold containing
genes (BPIFA1 and BPIFB1), which encode
antimicrobial defense proteins produced by
secretory epithelial cells (23). This cluster
also contained XBP1 (X-box binding
protein 1), a cellular stress response
transcription factor (TF) that initiates ER
programs to accommodate accumulation of
secretory proteins (24). Most interestingly
and perhaps most central to this cluster was
SPDEF (SAM pointed domain containing
ETS transcription factor), a canonical TF
reported to drive mucus production and
metaplasia in response to the type 2
cytokine, IL-13 (25). Although found in a
different cluster, we also observed
upregulation of FOXA3 (forkhead box A3),
an additional mucus metaplasia TF
functionally related to SPDEF (26).
Together, these results suggest that
moderate OE exposure triggers AHR
signaling and IL-1–mediated inflammation,
which in turn initiates a mucus secretory
program in the airway epithelium.

High Levels of PM2.5 Organic Extract
Cause Dysregulation of Mucociliary
Transcriptional Programs
On the basis of the number of DEGs induced,
our OE dose–response analysis suggested that
the highest OE dose (4.5 mg/cm2) induced a
more extensive epithelial gene expression
response than the moderate dose. Using
Enrichr (16), we performed gene set
enrichment analysis of upregulated and
downregulated DEGs across moderate and
high OE dose to identify shared terms as well
as those unique to the high dose (Table E5).
Most of the significant enrichments for the
moderate OE dose DEGs (from n=12 data
set) were also enrichments for the high OE
dose DEGs (from n=5 data set). In addition,
we found that of the 169 upregulated DEGs
that were shared between doses, 164 were
further upregulated with the high dose,
suggesting that a stronger stimulus
exacerbates dysregulated expression of these
genes (Figure 4A and Table E6). In
particular, we noticed that genes central to
the moderate OE dose–response (IL1A, IL1B,
and CYP1A1) were further upregulated with
the high OE compared with moderate OE
dose (Figure 4B and Table E6). In addition,
although the enrichment of high dose DEGs
within mucus secretory cell markers was

significant (Padj = 8.273 102100; Figure 4C
and Table E4), as was observed with the
moderate OE dose, the high dose exhibited
even higher average levels of upregulation for
master mucus secretory TFs (SPDEF,
FOXA3, and XBP1) (Figure 4B and Table
E6). Moreover, this activation of mucus
secretory genes with high OE dose
stimulation was matched by repression
of SCGB1A1 (secretoglobin family 1A
member 1) (LFC, 20.92; Padj = 1.133 1023;
Figure 4B and Table E2), the marker gene of
club secretory cells. This is consistent with
mucus metaplasia of club secretory cells, as
has been reported for IL-13–induced mucus
metaplasia (27). In line with this mucus
metaplastic signal, MUC5AC expression was
increased with high OE dose, similar to its
induction with moderate OE dose (Figure 4D
and Table E2). However, we observed a trend
toward decreased expression of the other
major gel-forming mucin, MUC5B (mucin
5B), only with the high OE dose (LFC,
20.79; Padj = 1.03 1021). The viscoelastic
properties of airway mucus are largely
determined by the ratio of levels of the
“healthy” homeostatic mucin MUC5B and
the inflammation-induced MUC5AC
(28–32). It is notable that a significant
increase in the MUC5AC/MUC5B ratio with
moderate OE dose (P=3.193 1022) was
increased further with the high OE dose
(P=2.683 1022; Figure 4D), suggesting an
important relationship between OE
stimulation and alteration of mucus
properties. Accompanying this change in the
gel-forming mucin ratio was a high OE
dose–specific induction of genes involved in
the O-linked glycosylation of mucins,
including five members of the GalNac-T
family of glycosyltransferase enzymes
(GALNT3, 5, 6, 7, and 12) and
N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase enzyme
GCNT3 (Table E2), which likely contribute to
modifications in the viscoelastic properties of
mucus induced by the OE-stimulated airway
epithelium (31).

Enrichment analysis of downregulated
genes yielded multiple terms specific to the
high OE dose, the majority of which were
related to the development and function of
cilia (Table E5). Furthermore, in contrast to
moderate OE DEGs, we found highly
significant enrichment of high OE
dose–downregulated DEGs within ciliated
cell marker genes (Padj = 3.573 102118;
Figure 4C and Table E4). Mean expression
of genes within the ciliary movement
(P= 3.053 1023) and ciliary assembly

(P= 4.203 1024) GO terms exhibited
significant downregulation in expression
only with high OE dose (Figure 4E).
Supporting this loss in ciliated cell gene
expression, we found canonical TFs
controlling ciliated cell differentiation
(MCIDAS, MYB, TP73, RFX2, RFX3, and
FOXJ1) were consistently decreased with
high OE dose (Figure 4B and Table E2)
(33–38). Together, these data show that
high OE dose mediates the same mucus
secretory changes observed with moderate
OE dose but also downregulates ciliary
expression programs.

Chronic OE Stimulation Results in
Mucus Secretory Remodeling of the
Airway Epithelium
To investigate whether transcriptional
reprogramming induced by high OE dose
culminates in demonstrative changes to
protein expression, cellular composition,
and in the mucus secretions of the airway
epithelium, we chronically stimulated
mature airway epithelial cultures with a high
dose of OE (5 days of repeat exposure). As a
benchmark for metaplastic expansion of
mucus secretory cells, we also performed
chronic stimulations of additional cultures
from the same donors with the cytokine IL-
13. We found that both chronic OE and IL-
13 stimulation resulted in upregulation of
MUC5AC (OE LFC, 1.72; P= 1.273 1022;
IL-13 LFC, 3.71; P= 8.863 1023) paired
with an increase in SPDEF expression
(OE LFC, 0.84; P= 3.193 1022; IL-13
LFC, 2.91; P= 2.543 1022), characteristic
of mucus metaplasia (Figure E3A).
Moreover, these stimuli resulted in
decreased expression of SCGB1A1 (OE
LFC, 21.51; P= 2.943 1022; IL-13 LFC,
21.74; P= 4.093 1022) and a trend toward
decreased MUC5B expression (OE LFC,
20.72; P= 9.743 1022; IL-13 LFC, 25.24;
P= 2.553 1022), as well as downregulation
of FOXJ1 (forkhead box J1) (OE LFC,
20.36; P= 1.923 1022; IL-13 LFC, 21.15;
P= 6.343 1023). These results support that
OE induces a mucus metaplasia process
similar to IL-13 (Figure E3A).

To confirm these results histologically,
we examined cultures with alcian
blue–periodic acid-Schiff staining to
identify mucin-positive cells and found
higher numbers of mucin-positive cells in
chronic OE-stimulated versus mock-
stimulated cultures for three of the four
donor pairs examined (average fold change
[FC] = 2.01; P= 6.523 1022; Figure 5A).
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Using immunofluorescent labeling for
MUC5AC and MUC5B, we found an increase
in MUC5AC1 cells with chronic OE
stimulation for all four donors (FC=2.88;
P=3.193 1022; Figure 5B), suggesting that
this mucin was the primary source of

increased alcian blue–periodic acid-
Schiff staining with chronic OE
stimulation. In contrast, cultures for all
four donors exhibited a decrease in
MUC5B1 cells with chronic OE exposure
(FC, 0.74; P = 8.843 1022; Figure 5B).

Consistent with these changes in mucin
expression being mediated by the action
of SPDEF, we found that chronic OE
stimulation resulted in a 1.5-fold increase
in SPDEF protein levels (P = 1.073 1022;
Figure 5C).
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To examine the effect of these mucus
secretory cell changes on mucin secretion,
we used an ATP-induced mucus secretion
assay (39), followed by examination of
mucin content in these secretions with
ELISA assays. Chronic OE induced a 2.2-
fold increase in total secreted MUC5AC
(P= 1.543 1022), comparable with
the robust induction in MUC5AC
secretion stimulated by IL-13 (FC, 3.87;
P= 3.853 1022; Figure 5D). Moreover, we
observed a significant decrease in the
secretion of MUC5B with chronic OE (FC,
0.81; P= 3.593 1023), again similar to the
effect mediated by IL-13 stimulation (FC,
0.70; P= 5.203 1022; Figure 5E). These

data demonstrate that chronic OE
stimulation induces simultaneous
expansion and reduction of MUC5AC1

and MUC5B1 mucus secretory cells,
respectively, resulting in corresponding
changes in secretion of these mucins.
Together, these effects are consistent
with the observed increase in
SPDEF protein levels with chronic OE
stimulation.

We next investigated the consequences
of chronic OE stimulation on ciliated cells
by immunofluorescence labeling of ciliated
cells for the transcription factor FOXJ1 and
for cilia with acetylated a-tubulin. Confocal
microscopy was used to produce maximum

projections of labeled cultures and revealed
that ciliary structure and abundance were
relatively consistent across all conditions
(Figure 6). We did note that the acetylated
a-tubulin staining (cilia) appeared weaker
in OE-stimulated cultures than in either
mock or IL-13–stimulated cultures.
However, OE-stimulated cultures
displayed a 75% average decrease in
FOXJ11 nuclei compared with mock-
treated cultures (P = 1.203 1022; Figures
6 and E3B). Interestingly, this effect was
more pronounced than the nonsignificant
40% average decrease in FOXJ11 nuclei
observed for IL-13–treated cultures
(P = 1.023 1021). The lack of nuclear
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FOXJ1 in ciliated cells from chronic
OE-stimulated cultures is consistent
with the decrease in ciliated cell gene
expression observed in our transcriptome
analysis.

Discussion

Decades of epidemiologic research have
confirmed the detrimental influence of
PM2.5 exposure on the development and
exacerbation of lung diseases. Yet, the
cellular and molecular mechanisms, as well
as the chemical components through which
PM2.5 drives these poor outcomes, are
incompletely understood. As the first and
primary interface through which the
respiratory tract interacts with PM2.5 and
other inhaled matter, the nasal airway
epithelium acts as a sentinel, capable of
directing responses by other structural and
immune cells of the lower airways and lung.
Building on prior studies investigating
candidate mechanisms involved in airway
epithelial responses to PM2.5, we
agnostically and comprehensively defined
airway epithelial responses to the organic
components of PM2.5 using whole
transcriptome analysis and further
examined whether chronic OE exposure
modulates cellular composition and
function of the epithelium.

Our study represents one of the first to
examine molecular responses of the nasal
epithelium to the organic and water-soluble
components of PM2.5, independently.
Although it is difficult to determine how
closely the concentrations we tested relate
to in vivo exposures, we attempted to use
concentrations that were not toxic and did
not have any significant effect on epithelial
integrity, yet that influenced the molecular
function of the epithelium. The limited
quantities of the sample prevented us from
identifying a concentration of PM2.5 WE
which altered molecular function of the
epithelium. Despite this, considering heavy
metals present in PM2.5 WE are known to
trigger epithelial responses, we anticipate
higher WE concentrations would mediate
an epithelial response of sorts. In contrast,
all tested concentrations of PM2.5 OE
altered epithelial gene expression in a dose-
dependent manner, providing dosage
guidelines for future primary epithelial
exposure studies. Our results in primary
airway epithelial cells are in line with and
extend previous studies identifying OEs and
PAHs as the most harmful components of
PM2.5 for transformed lung epithelial cells
(40, 41).

Rather than just a simple perturbation
of xenobiotic metabolism pathways, we find
that the organic components of PM2.5

modulate the expression of many genes and

networks, leading to changes in the cellular
composition of the airway epithelium. The
high network interconnectedness of
CYP1A1 suggests that activation of AHR
signaling by PM2.5 PAHs is an early and
central event underlying the larger
epithelial response to PM2.5 observed. In
addition, our network analysis also
identified IL1A and IL1B as hub genes in
the PM2.5 response. These potent cytokines
were part of, and the likely drivers of, an
intense inflammatory expression profile we
found to be activated by PM2.5 OE. Prior
studies have established IL-1b, and to a
lesser extent IL-1a, as major drivers in
chronic inflammatory lung diseases,
including asthma and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) (42). For
example, IL-1b secretion has been found to
be increased in the sputum of patients with
COPD and asthma at baseline and further
increased during acute exacerbations
(43–46). In addition, expression of IL1B
in sputum and serum is positively
correlated with systemic inflammation
and negatively correlated with pulmonary
function (forced expiratory volume in 1
second percent predicted) in patients with
COPD (46, 47). In asthma, IL-1a and IL-1b
are reported to independently regulate
immune subtypes of disease characterized
by neutrophilic and eosinophilic
inflammation, respectively (48). Together,
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these data make clear that the IL-1
inflammatory axis is involved in
respiratory inflammation and disease, and
our work suggests that extensive exposure
to air pollution PM2.5 may underlie
activation of these mechanisms in many
patients.

Perhaps most interestingly, our
study of primary mucociliary epithelial
cultures allowed us to observe dramatic
PM2.5 effects on mucus secretory cells.
Importantly, we found the inflammation-
related mucin, MUC5AC, was strongly
upregulated by PM2.5 OE. Moreover, the
MUC5AC/MUC5B gel-forming mucin
ratio, which is known to be critical for the
physical properties of airway mucus, was
strongly upregulated in OE-stimulated
cultures. In addition, the activation
of an array of enzymes involved in
O-glycosylation of mucins further supported
the likely highly modified nature of mucus
produced by the PM2.5-stimulated airway.
We also found that PM2.5 induced the
XBP1 transcription factor and target ER
chaperone genes, which are activated by
cellular stress caused by increased mucin
production. Enrichment analysis of
upregulated DEGs within mucus secretory
cell marker genes revealed strong evidence
that this increase in the expression of
mucin production and secretion pathways
resulted from an increase in the proportion
of mucus secretory cells within the
epithelium. The strong activation of both
SPDEF and FOXA3 expression, coupled
with a loss in SCGB1A1 expression,
suggests that the generation of new mucus
secretory cells may occur through mucus
metaplasia of club secretory cells, not
dissimilar to the mucus metaplasia process
stimulated by the type 2 cytokine IL-13
(27). We note recent work by Chen and
colleagues finding that either IL-1a or
IL-1b stimulation can induce mucus cell
metaplasia in mice and that SPDEF is a
critical downstream effector in this process
(49). We speculate that the IL-1 cytokine-
driven OE inflammatory response network
triggers SPDEF, FOXA3, and XBP1
production, which form a regulatory axis
that drives mucus metaplasia of the airway
epithelium.

Our dose–response analysis strongly
supports worldwide public health efforts to
mitigate ambient air pollution levels. In
fact, not only do we find the magnitude of
gene expression alteration increases with
higher PM2.5 OE doses, but the number of

epithelial genes whose expression is
affected also scales with the PM2.5 OE
dose. Importantly, we found the highest
OE dose tested was sufficient to strongly
downregulate ciliated cell gene expression,
suggesting OE-mediated dysfunction of
ciliated cells. Supporting this, we observed
a dramatic decrease in the expression
of transcriptional regulators of ciliated
cell specification and ciliogenesis
(e.g., MCIDAS, FOXJ1, and MYB).
Moreover, our chronic OE exposure model
provides evidence for the epithelial
remodeling suggested by our whole
transcriptome analysis. Epithelial
remodeling included an increase in
MUC5AC1 cells and a decrease in
MUC5B1 cells, matched by a
corresponding change in secretion of these
mucins. These changes also occur with IL-13
stimulation, revealing similarities in the
epithelial response to these two stimuli.
Although we did not observe a decrease in
ciliated cell frequency, we did find that OE
induces a decrease in nuclear FOXJ1
labeling among ciliated cells. Loss of
nuclear FOXJ1 may underlie the
downregulation in ciliated cell gene
expression we observed in our whole
transcriptome analysis. Although these
ciliated cells appeared structurally normal,
continued OE exposure may eventually
impede the maintenance of ciliated cells
and result in loss of this critical cell type or
block ciliated cell regeneration in response
to injury. On the basis of these results, we
hypothesize that long-term exposure to
PM2.5 could lead to decreased mucociliary
clearance and increased mucostasis/mucus
plugging in vivo. In fact, the mechanisms
we outline here could partially explain
the strong inverse correlation between
PM2.5 and forced expiratory volume in
1 second (2), as well as the increased
susceptibility to respiratory infections
among subjects with high exposures to
PM2.5 (50).

The PM2.5-induced changes to the
airway epithelium we observed approach
the level of an airway endotype
(pathobiological mechanism), not
dissimilar to that exhibited by individuals
with type 2–high asthma (51, 52). These
similarities include the induction of
SPDEF and accompanying MUC5AC1

mucus metaplasia, loss of SCGB1A1
expression, as well as downregulation in
ciliated cell gene expression. However,
type 2 epithelial disease is driven through

IL-13, whereas it appears that IL-1
cytokines drive PM2.5-mediated epithelial
dysfunction. Moreover, differences in the
secretory proteins upregulated and
downregulated by PM2.5 versus IL-13
(e.g., BPIFA1, BPIFA2, and MMP2) and
many other genes suggest the nature of
the metaplastic mucus secretory cells and
other cell states differs between these
stimuli as well. Importantly, these
differences suggest a highly plastic airway
epithelium capable of remodeling to
multiple cell compositions and containing
different cell states, likely underlying the
complexity in mechanisms driving
common airway disease. In the future, our
PM2.5 response profile could be used as a
biomarker in nasal gene expression
studies to identify subjects with excessive
PM2.5 exposure and possibly a PM2.5

airway endotype. Identification of these
subjects in expression studies would allow
direct in vivo comparison of endotype
mechanisms as well as precise
determination of the clinical
consequences of PM2.5 exposure.

There are several limitations to the
present study and multiple areas of
investigation that should be pursued based
on our findings. Although our results
suggest that PM2.5 OE activates cellular
remodeling of the epithelium, these
changes will need to be replicated and
investigated in depth by methods such as
lineage tracing and scRNA-seq.
Moreover, longer-term chronic PM2.5

stimulation experiments will need to be
conducted to model effects on the
epithelium occurring in subjects with
years of PM2.5 exposure. Finally, although
our study involved more human primary
epithelial donors than any in vitro PM2.5

study to date, in the future, larger studies
will be needed to determine if PM2.5

response mechanisms are enhanced or
different among subjects with respect to
variables such as race/ethnicity, age, sex,
and disease status.

In summary, we found that the
organic components of PM2.5 are
sufficient to drive broad-scale
transcriptomic, cellular, and mucin
secretory changes to the human airway
epithelium. These changes appear to
emanate from PM2.5 induction of AHR
signaling and IL-1–driven inflammation
of the epithelium, resulting in mucus
secretory changes and ciliated cell
dysfunction. These effects on the
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epithelium appear to occur through
alteration of core transcription factors in
the specification of these cell types. These
results provide potential mechanisms
underlying PM2.5 exposure effects on
respiratory health and provide targetable
pathways for further study and clinical
intervention in air pollution–mediated
or -exacerbated lung and airway
diseases. n
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